Open Regional Fund for South East Europe
Energy Efficiency / Climate Protection

ORF EE
3rd ORF-EE PHASE - starts May 2017

- 3 intervention lines
- Climate Protection as an umbrella topic
- EE as a core topic (EU requirements, Directives etc.)
- Possible broadening of the scope of work:
  - GHG Monitoring Mechanism Regulation (MMR),
  - Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC), etc.
Map of Actors

Bilateral GIZ

- Advisory Services for Energy Efficiency in Serbia (2008-2016)
- Sustainable Municipal Services (Waste Management) in Kosovo
- Promotion of Renewable Energy (Focus Hydropower) in Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Energy Efficiency Advice in BiH

GIZ ORFs

- Thematic cooperation and sharing of personnel

Other donors (coordin. by RCC)

- BMZ - „Sonderinitiativen“ (Task force?)
- KfW
- Swiss regional
- UNDP regional
- WB regional
- SIDA

Global GIZ

EE and Climate Change projects

09.03.2017
Support line ministries in our six partner countries to create a regulatory and institutional framework to establish guidelines and/or regulations relevant for Climate Protection / Energy Efficiency
Backing parliamentarians in our six partner countries to frame the political consensus-building process in the field of Climate Protection / Energy Efficiency.
Promotion of Energy Efficiency and Climate Protection on municipal level
Establishment of a working platform for climate protection

Improvement of MVP user-friendliness and quality
Establishment of regional exchange fora
Exchange of experiences with foreign parliaments
Energy management in municipalities

Energy efficient urban transport schemes for capital cities (SUMPs)
Thank you for your energy!
Hvala za Vašu energiju!
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